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THE Raman spectrum of diamond was first studied by Ramaswamy (1930) 
who noticed that it exhibits a single sharp and intense line with a frequency 
shift of 1332 cm.-I Bhagavantam (1930) who examined a number of 
diamonds reported 1331 9 f 0.3 as the averaged value of the frequency 
shift. Subsequently Robertson, Fox and Martin (1934), who examined 
four diamonds which exhibited the 8 p  infra-red absorption and five others 
which did not, gave 1332.2 cm.-l at 20" C. as the frequency shift. Nayar 
(1941) who undertook the study of a number of diamonds and investigated 
'the temperature variation of the frequency records a value of 1332- 1 cm.-I 
at room temperature, this diminishing slowly at first but more rapidly 
later to 1316.4 cm.'l at 1130" K. 

The lattice dynamics developed by Raman (1943) indicates that the 
vibration spectrum of diamond should consist of eight frequencies of which 
only the first and highest representing the vibration of the two inter- 
penetrating face-centred cubic lattices against each other, should manifest 
itself both as a fundamental and as an octave in the Raman Effect, whereas 
all the other frequencies can only appear in the second order Raman 

' 

spectrum as overtones and combinations. The extensive series of investi- 
gations carried out by R. S. Krishnan (1946, 1947) and P. S. Narayanan - 
(1951) have furnished a very complete verification of the predictions of this 
theory. R. S. Krishnan's investigations have also shown tliat, hand in hand 
with the change of the first order frequency shift with rise in temperature, 
its spectral half width also increases frorn 1 - 7  cm.-l at 300" K. to 3 - 6  cm.-l 
at 970" K. 

Diamonds are known to exhibit wide variations in tl~eir optical ' 

behaviour, notably in respect of their transparency in the infia-red arid 
ultra-violet regions of the spectrum and in the intensity and colow or the 
luminescence (if any) which they display. They also exhibit a great div:rsity 
in their X~ray behawiour as well, as was shown by Hariharan (1944), . 
Krish~gn (1944) i)n(l especially by G. N. Raqachqndrqn (1942, 1946). 
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